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Hooker Island, one of the most northerly land points on earth—
farther north than Spitsbergen and almost on the latitude of the
north coast of Greenland.
Here there was a Russian government weather station, and off it
was anchored the Russian ice-breaker Maligin. We had a sack of
mail for the Mdigin, and they sent over a boat for it. In the stern-
sheets was a vaguely familiar figure waving a greeting to me. When
he came aboard the Graf Zeppelin and shook hands I had to look
twice to recognise him. It was Umberto Nobile, whom I had not
seen since our Norge flight of 1926. He had aged visibly since then.
The Italia disaster had made a different man of him. As he left in
the bobbing boat of the Mdigin, which was still looking for Italia
survivors—waving good-bye as he stood unsteadily in the stern—die
scene held an element of pathos that I can never forget.
Thirty minutes only here, and then we spent the rest of the after-
noon three thousand feet high, recording the Franz Josef group with
our mapping camera. I was able to report to the American Geo-
graphical Society that Albert Edward Island and Harmsworth
Island, shown on all the charts, do not exist. This was real explor-
ing, despite its luxury. Over the Franz Josefs we sent up some of
our self-broadcasting radio sounding balloons. One that went up
to 35,000 feet recorded a temperature of forty degrees below zero.
It was weird to keep on receiving messages from these robot
operators sometimes for twenty-four hours after a free balloon was
released.
From Franz Josef Land, which we left in the sunlit small hours
of July 28, we headed eastward for the little-known Nicholas II
Land. No man had ever penetrated or even seen that ice-locked
island, perhaps the one point in the Northern Hemisphere farthest
from civilisation. It is for ever ice-locked. No ship can reach it. We
came to it about five-thirty in the morning, looking down upon a
black, flat, snow-free coastal plain. The dark ground was patched
with colours that suggested mosses and lichens. Ice rivers glinted
in deep gorges cutting through, I had never seen anything more
beautiful
All that day we flew down the west coast of that lovely solitude,
coming eventually over more rugged, wintry country—snow-peaks
and hanging glaciers between them. The weather was warming,

